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Hong Kong SAR and Mainland China  

We Are Now One Egis  

________________________________ 

Sunland.AL (International) Co. Ltd., part of Egis Group, will be known as Egis going forward, 

fully integrating the legacy brand’s engineering and management capabilities into the 

Group’s full and customizable services in Asia Pacific. 

Sunland.AL (International) Co. Ltd., part of Egis Group per the December 2021 acquisition, will be fully 

integrated into Egis going forward.  This integration means an update to its legal entity name in conformity 

with the Group’s other entities, while all of which will be known as Egis or Egis Group as the only one single 

go-to-market brand. 

This is a critical step that further transforms the market positioning of the acquired legacy practice to become 

part of a major international player active in the consulting, construction engineering and mobility service 

sectors.  It takes a specialized engineering and management practice into a global and multidisciplinary team 

that can provide full or customized services to clients along the life cycle of infrastructure capital assets.  Along 

the Group’s Strategy to 2026, this enables localized multi-disciplinary and integrated design and consultancy 

capabilities for Egis, and enhances MEP engineering and project delivery capabilities for our prestigious clients 

in Hong Kong SAR, Mainland China and beyond. 

“It is a new chapter to fully integrate into the Egis family.  Now our joint global vision, technology and the 

expertise will definitely take our legacy to a new height as part of a top tier MEP profession in the region,” 

Andrew Li, who is the founder of the acquired practice and now continues to lead the rebranded team.  

Visit Egis’ new global website at www.egis-group.com to see more of our work that impacts the future, 

including legacy Sunland.AL’s track records.    
 

 

About Egis  

________________________________ 

 

Egis is an international player active in the consulting, construction engineering and mobility service sectors. 

We create and operate intelligent infrastructure and buildings capable of responding to the climate 

emergency and helping to achieve more balanced, sustainable and resilient territorial development. With 

http://www.egis-group.com/


operations in 120 countries, Egis places the expertise of its 16,000 employees at the disposal of its clients and 

develops cutting-edge innovation accessible to all projects. Through its wide-ranging fields of activity, Egis is 

a central player in the collective organisation of society and the living environment of citizens all over the 

world. 
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